ABSTRACT
Mobile code and mobile agents are generally associated with security vulnerabilities, rather than with increased security. This paper describes an approach in which mobile agents are confined, in order to allow content providers to retain control over how their data is exported while allowing agents to search the full content of this data locally. This approach offers increased control and security compared to the traditional client-server technologies commonly used for building distributed systems. We describe a new system, called Mansion, which implements confinement of mobile agents, and describe a number of applications of the confinement model to illustrate its potential.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Current distributed system architectures such as the web, web services, and distributed object systems [1, 2], are essentially client-server based. These systems often provide some security mechanisms such as client or user authentication [3, 4], but are weak at enforcing information flow control policies. As soon as a client has access to a document or data file, its contents are vulnerable in that the client can redistribute this information to unauthorized parties. A number of approaches attempt to minimize the risk of such unwarranted dissemination of security sensitive content. Digital Rights Management (DRM) [6] is an approach which can prevent unwarranted content redistribution by using secure hardware on the client side. However, such hardware may not always be available, must be authenticated, and may not be fully trusted by the content provider. Therefore, DRM may not be feasible in all applications. Some detection mechanisms (such as watermarking [5]) are being developed which do not depend on secure hardware, but instead allow for detection of information leakage once it has occurred by including information in the data which can be used to detect leakage after the fact, and/or provide information leading back to the principal that leaked this information. However, for certain types of data, it may be impossible to include such information in the data without compromising usability of this data. In addition, detection of leakage after the fact may not be enough for some applications. For example, medical data may contain privacy sensitive information that should never be exposed to unauthorized third parties. As a result, security sensitive data with dissemination constraints is most often not remotely accessible. For example, medical data is generally stored in off-line medical information systems, and only accessible to authorized hospital staff members in the hospital building. Similar constraints apply to other confidential or security sensitive information.

However, the closed nature of information systems containing security sensitive information poses restrictions on its use: for example, making particular hospital data (partially) accessible in electronic format could allow researchers (e.g., doctors or biologists) to obtain valuable information on the occurrence of certain diseases in particular geographical areas, or would allow, for example, (retrospective) epidemiological studies on much larger data sets than is currently possible. Other examples of information for which dissemination control is useful are music, pictures or movies, and other intellectual property in electronic format.

Mobile agents are mobile software programs which can be programmed by, and act autonomously on behalf of, their owner to achieve some goal [7]. In contrast to client-server programs, mobile agents can migrate to the location where the data resides, and search the available data locally there. Often cited benefits of using mobile agents are decreased network usage, as data does not have to be transported over the network before it can be used by a program (agent); decoupling agent execution from home nodes1; and spreading the computational nodes over multiple machines - in particular when submitting multiple agents in parallel. Another reason for using mobile agents instead of client-server technology, is that data owners can keep control over their information while it is being searched by a mobile agent on their own machine; only when selected data is being exported (e.g., through a communications channel) out of the content provider’s control, does data filtering, dissemination protection or payment issues come into play. Finally, mobile agents offer flexibility in the way in which content is being searched, as compared to client-server technologies.

Often, client-server architectures for content retrieval use a query interface at the server side, which provides a special query language (e.g., SQL) in order to find data matching certain criteria. However, query languages are not very flexible with regard to matching criteria and with regard to the data type (e.g., text) for which they are designed, and may be unsuitable or overly specialized in certain application domains such as for matching DNA sequence data [8]. This

1E.g., a user can launch an agent into the network prior to boarding a plane, shut down the laptop, and collect the agent with its results after landing.
means that, in certain applications, it may be hard to select data using a query interface in a precise enough manner. Correct matching is of particular importance in situations in which cost and/or confidentiality risks play a significant role. For example, a program that attempts to calculate the evolutionary distance between a template DNA sequence and a sequence stored in a remote database, requires the full DNA sequence from the database to make its comparison. At most, a query interface or index can be used to pre-select DNA sequence files, but after that the file has to be shipped to the client for comparison. At that time, it leaves control of the data owner, and either the data needs to be purchased, or it has to be marked in some way to avoid unwarranted dissemination by the client (note that watermarking is not likely to be applicable to DNA sequence data) in the case where the data file is considered proprietary. However, of this pre-selected data, the client may actually need only a subset that matches its query (e.g., the set of sequences which lie within a bounded evolutionary distance from the template DNA sequence), as a result of which the client obtains too many data items.

Mobile agents provide an alternative. Mobile agents can search through (potentially large) data sets locally, avoiding the transfer of large data sets over the network and allowing fully customized search on raw data. In this case, the client purchases (or signs a non disclosure contract for) only the data which actually meets its requirements, based on fully client-customized search on, for example, DNA sequences. Other examples of applications in which customized search is useful are described in Section 4.

This paper proposes a model, mobile agent confinement, which allows (authorized) users to search for information in confidential or privacy-sensitive remote data collections, without obtaining a local copy of this data. After selecting a set of data items, application and data specific filtering algorithms implemented by the data owner can be applied to the data, to determine which, and in what format and under which conditions, data can be exported from the data owner’s machine to the agent’s owner.

The idea of using mobile agent confinement to protect intellectual property is not new. In [8], Belmon and Yee describe a model where agents can search data locally on machines owned by the intellectual property holder, and where agent owners pay for the data they transmit back home. However, their paper is conceptual and provides no concrete implementation details; in addition, their proposal does not cater for data filtering at the server side, and does not prevent covert channels. Instead, the authors focus on an economic model where the agent pays a charge per bit (or byte) depending on the value of the data which has thusfar been inspected by the agent, and covert channels are treated only by charging for their potential use. This model, therefore, cannot be used for applications in which information leakage must be completely prevented. In contrast, this paper proposes a general framework, usable by multiple applications, where agents can be confined prior to accessing sensitive data on a server machine, and application (and data) specific filters can be applied to the data before it is transmitted back to an agent’s owner. An implementation for secure confinement of mobile agents which prevents data leakage through covert channels is presented in Section 2.

Most mobile agent research so far has focused on agent (system) programming, rather than on how to provide generally applicable, scalable infrastructures that support applications which use mobile agents. In particular, there does not exist a clear model or widely deployed infrastructure in which mobile agents can be launched to find information, and to which information can be added in a straightforward way. Much research has been done on protecting infrastructure and machines against possibly hostile mobile agents [9], but few agent systems to date have provided generally applicable application-level security mechanisms. The Mansion paradigm, and its confinement mechanism as explained in this paper, fills this gap.

Agent confinement is designed as an integral part of the Mansion system [10], which aims to provide a clear paradigm for designing distributed, secure mobile agent applications. Content can be placed in the Mansion system in so-called rooms without requiring any central control; if this content is security sensitive, it can be placed in a room specially marked (by its creator) as containing sensitive content. In such a room, agents are automatically confined by the Mansion middleware to avoid export of information from this room except through a single, data owner provided, data export mechanism. The Mansion paradigm, its middleware, and the implementation of its confinement mechanism is described in section 2.

For the confinement model to work, agent mobility is a prerequisite: the security provided by confinement cannot generally be obtained using traditional client-server technologies. The Mansion middleware system contains the necessary mechanisms to enforce agent migration and confinement securely. Agent confinement is part of the conceptual model of Mansion, and can be used in any application built using Mansion.

This paper describes the implementation of mobile agent confinement in Mansion. Using confinement, agents can inspect remote data collections in a controlled way, such that agents can only take information with them (to return to their owner) when this is allowed by a policy defined by the owner of the data collection. Section 2 describes the Mansion framework and its implementation. Section 3 introduces the notion of confined rooms. Section 4 illustrates the potential of the framework in a number of different application domains. Section 5 compares our approach to others reported in the literature. Section 6 discusses the results and identifies areas for future research.

2. MANSION PROGRAMMING PARADIGM AND ARCHITECTURE

Mansion [10] is a mobile agent system which allows agents to roam through a world in which data is stored in objects. Mansion offers an application programming paradigm based on the notion of hyperlinked rooms, which contain the abovementioned objects and which can be visited by agents so that they can search through the content of the room locally. Each room contains hyperlinks to other rooms, which agents must use to migrate to another room. All objects and hyperlinks are annotated using sets of attribute-value strings, so that agents can find their way in the system in order to find information that may be interesting to them. In addition, agents can see each other in a room to meet each other there, so they can communicate with each other to exchange information in order to speed up their search for suitable rooms and content, or to do business with each other directly.

Applications can be designed with specific properties. Different applications run as separate worlds, where each world contains a (potentially large) set of hyperlinked rooms. The world owner can define rules on how the rooms in a world may be hyperlinked in order to impose structure on the world. For example, a world may consist of a single world entry room which contains hyper-

Superficially, a room is comparable to a web site, in that rooms can be created dynamically and without requiring central control, and in that content can be placed in those rooms without central control as well. However, the web does not support mobile agents, and Mansion’s internal design is completely different from the web.
application-specific objects to the system. A room is implemented automatically connected to their current room’s RMO (and only functions as a registry for all the content of the room; agents are an object (the Room Monitor Object (RMO)), which essentially

ling files), but an application (world) designer can add additional application-specific objects to the system. A room is implemented as an object (the Room Monitor Object (RMO)), which essentially functions as a registry for all the content of the room; agents are automatically connected to their current room’s RMO (and only their current room’s RMO) when they are started up by the middleware; agents invoke this object when they request information (e.g., query attribute-value sets) about the content of the room. Interagent communication also takes place through the middleware process. The middleware process may connect to a middleware process, which acts as a reference monitor for all invocations made by an agent and ensures that agents cannot access any objects outside their current room. A room can be physically distributed over multiple processes under single administrative control, possibly running on multiple machines. A path that a single invocation on an object (here, the RMO) follows is shown (dotted arrow); the marshalled reply of the object invocation takes the same route back.

Figure 1: The Mansion architecture. An agent and middleware components required for running Mansion are shown. All middleware components (including agents and objects) are implemented as separate processes (dashed boxes). Agents and objects are executed as separate forked processes (see text) to avoid interference or information leakage. A room (dash-dotted box) is composed of a Room Monitor Object (RMO) and the objects in that room. Agents invoke Mansion API methods and objects using RPC calls to the Mansion middleware process, which acts as a reference monitor for all invocations made by an agent and ensures that agents cannot access any objects outside their current room. A room can be physically distributed over multiple processes under single administrative control, possibly running on multiple machines. A path that a single invocation on an object (here, the RMO) follows is shown (dotted arrow); the marshalled reply of the object invocation takes the same route back.

2.1 Jail-Based Protection

For security reasons, we run all agents and objects in a protection system called a jail [11]. All system calls of a jailed process (e.g., an agent) are intercepted by a jailer process, which enforces a policy that confines the jailed process and prevents the local system from being harmed. The jailer implements the mechanisms needed to avoid that an agent can, for example, access the user’s files or set up a connection to a process outside the Mansion system. The ptrace system call, available on almost all UNIX systems, provides the basic functionality needed to implement the jailer. By using ptrace, we avoid that the system requires changing the underlying operating system (which would hinder widespread deployment), and achieve portability to some degree. Earlier jail systems that used ptrace were vulnerable to certain race conditions which would allow processes executing in them to bypass the jailer’s security policy [12]. Our jail system extends on this earlier work by using a novel approach to protect the system against these race conditions. Further details on the jailer’s architecture and implementation can be found in [11].

An important reason for using jail is that it is language neutral, as it works at the system call interface; for implemented languages like Java, Perl and Python, system calls are the eventual outcome of any operation which interacts with the outside world (e.g., file or network access operations). In addition, this approach makes it possible to use binary agents and objects compiled from C or C++ code in our system. In addition, an interpreted agent that makes use of native libraries (which could be a means for the agent to escape its language-based protection mechanism) can run under the same security constraints as other agents, by running them (together with their interpreter) as a process inside a jail.

Resource control mechanisms were also added to our jail system to avoid an agent consuming a host’s resources (such as CPU time or memory). By controlling resource usage and by avoiding that an agent can read global system state (e.g., execution times or memory usage of other agent processes running on the same machine), we have a handle to avoid most if not all covert channels which can be used by a malicious agent to export information to another process on the same or another machine. By disallowing agents to use resources above a certain threshold, and by disallowing agents to make system calls from which they can derive other agents’ resource usage, it becomes very hard if not impossible to transport information from one agent to another, even when these agents are running on the same machine. To eliminate covert channels, all agent processes must be jailed, as is the case in Mansion.

Preventing covert (as well as direct) channels between agents is important when building a system intended to confine processes in order to protect against unwanted information dissemination. For this use, all output channels should be prevented, not just the most obvious ones such as exporting information through shared files, TCP connections or interprocess communication. The Mansion jail system was designed specifically to avoid information

3 An unjailed process can, for example, easily find out information about resource usage of a jailed agent by inspecting the /proc device in Linux. Accessing /proc is forbidden by the jailer’s default security policy, except for a few safe, necessary subdirectories of /proc.
4 Even direct communication channels are not considered well by most existing jail systems, which are generally not designed for preventing information flow between jailed processes. For example, most jail systems allow the use of certain IPC related system
leakage between jails. Our jailing system is, to our knowledge, the first to attempt a complete coverage of covert channels (as well as direct channels) which prevents information leakage between processes that run in different jails.

We believe that our jail design goes a long way to provide a practical, sound solution against information leakage through covert channels. The jailer has been implemented as a user-mode program on Linux (no changes to standard Linux are required to run the system). We have tested several nontrivial stand-alone and agent programs, including Java programs executing in a JVM, which could run without any problems inside a jail. Execution overhead lies between 10% and 200%, the latter for a program (anrt, a Java build environment) which makes an excessive number of file system related system calls. The overhead imposed by jailing depends on the number and type of system calls made by the jailed program. Differences in overhead for different system calls are caused by the way in which the system calls (and their arguments) have to be processed by the jailer program, and are primarily caused by the mechanism used to prevent race conditions that could otherwise allow processes to bypass the jailer’s security mechanisms [12, 11]. Based on an evaluation of performance data, most agent programs are expected to perform with an overhead between 10% and 50%, which we consider acceptable in relation to the flexibility and security achieved.

2.2 Mansion API Implementation

A fully closed confinement system is only usable if supplemented by an API which may be used by agents, which allows the agent do useful things in a controlled way. Mansion comes with an API which allows agents to do useful things in a Mansion world. Agents can invoke methods on the Mansion API by making RPC calls over a dedicated socket connection set up between their jail and the Mansion middleware program at agent startup time. Agents are started up as jailed processes by the Mansion middleware process, and their life cycle (e.g., killing and suspending the agent) is also managed by this middleware process.

Agents can only interact with the outside world using Mansion API calls. The Mansion middleware implements the API, and acts as a reference monitor with regard to the agent’s invocations on this API. An agent cannot connect to the RMO or to objects in another room than the one in which it currently resides. Agents cannot directly set up (TCP or UDP) connections to processes outside the system; the jailing system’s policy denies the system calls necessary to set up such connections. Furthermore, the jailing system pre-allocates a private directory on the local file system for read/write access by the agent, which is not shared with any other process and which is cleared when the agent migrates to another room; this way, export of information through the local file system is prevented. Agents can set up connections to other agents through a Mansion API method, depending on authorization checks made by the middleware. Several other API methods exist, which are outside the scope of this paper; however, all methods are appropriately checked at the time of invocation by the Mansion middleware, and calls which make use of user defined tokens for access control. If agents pre-agree on such tokens, they can easily exchange information via such IPC channels, even if they are executed in completely unrelated jails. Our jailer does not prevent IPC channel usage, but verifies that an IPC token is not already in use and prevents agents in different jails to set up IPC channels to each other using pre-agreed IPC tokens.

The TCP port that the agent may set up a connection to is specified as a commandline argument when starting the agent, and the agent’s jailer is configured at startup time to allow the agent to set up a connection to this port.
it was before migration [13].

Several issues make it hard to implement strong migration without specialized language or runtime support, in particular when moving agents to a different type of machine. Although solutions for strong code mobility were proposed in operating systems [14], in modified (Java) virtual machines [15], and by using a code translation, preprocessing or (byte)code rewriting approach [16, 17, 18, 19], none of these have reached significant deployment. All of these approaches also suffer from one significant drawback: even when strong mobility is implemented for a specific language or operating system, such a solution is inherently not portable to other languages or operating systems. Instead, by choosing weak migration, Mansion allows for agents written in different (interpreted) languages, and agents compiled for different platforms, to be shipped as alternative implementations within a single agent container, such that a platform that receives an agent can select an implementation which is appropriate for this platform⁶. Thus, even binary agents based on, for example, legacy code written in C or Fortran can be used, even when using Mansion in a heterogeneous environment.

However, the most important reason for using weak migration in Mansion is that, this way, an agent forgets everything it did not write to its agent container when it follows a hyperlink: as nothing of an agent’s execution state remains after migration, an agent cannot export any information by means of keeping it in memory; the only way to export information from a room is by sending it over a communication channel to another agent or by writing the information to its AC. This is crucial to the implementation of the confinement model, for reasons explained later in this paper.

3. CONFINED ROOMS

A confined room is a regular room in all respects, except that agents in a confined room cannot communicate with the world outside the confined room. In an unconfined room, agents can set up connections to other agents anywhere in the Mansion world, but this is not possible in a confined room. In addition, agents in a confined room cannot change, or write any data to, their agent container. As a consequence, an agent cannot export any information from a confined room. Within a confined room, agents can inspect all content of the objects in that room, and they can communicate with any other agent in that room. The idea is that agents thus can inspect, and search in full, any security sensitive content in a confined room. As agents (and the room and its objects) run under control of a Mansion middleware system which is deployed and trusted by the content owner, it is safe to place any content in the room.

Confinement is a property of a room, not of a Mansion application (world) as a whole: any room can be marked as a confined room at the time of its creation; other rooms in the world are not influenced by this room’s confinement. Thus, the confined room is a security mechanism which is usable in any application by any agent. In order to achieve confinement, the creator of a new room can simply mark it as a confined room when it creates the object that implements the room (see fig. 1). The middleware which

⁶Note that this allows for execution of Java agents under an appropriate Java security policy on those machines where a jailing implementation does not exist. However, note that the standard Java security model does not directly or automatically provide protection against covert channels, and cannot prevent information leakage from occurring in many cases, e.g., when native libraries are being used. Also, resource protection mechanisms are missing from current JVMs [20]. Therefore, this approach for executing Java agents in the absence of jailing should not be used for executing agents in a confined room.

hosts the agent that is in this room⁷, checks this property, and if the confinement property is set, it confines the agent at the time that it enters the room: the agent can now only access and exchange information within the room, but not with the outside world. When the agent leaves the confined room, it is automatically started up in a special exit room, without any recollection of what it did or saw in the confined room (see fig. 2).

To export information (possibly filtered by the content owner) from a confined room, a special Guardian Agent (GA) is placed in the room by the content owner. The GA is marked as such using a special attribute-value pair (see section 2) so that it can be found by agents in the room. Only the GA is allowed to communicate with agents outside the room, and it acts as a gateway to the world outside. Agents can export information by providing this information to the GA; after leaving the confined room, the agent can contact the GA from the exit room to obtain the information it provided (after GA specific filtering) from the GA. This is shown in fig. 2.

As the agent is now unconfined, it can store the information in its AC and transport it back to its owner. The data in the AC can be encrypted with the agent owner’s public key to protect it from being readable during agent transport or on the remainder of the agent’s itinerary. This GA can be programmed by the content owner to do any kind of filtering on the data or indices provided by an agent to it. As it is an agent, its filtering algorithm is highly customizable to match the content in the room, without requiring any changes to the Mansion middleware system⁸.

For example, a confined room may contain patient records, stored in a file container object. Files have locally unique names, and when an agent finds an interesting record (e.g., the patient has a combination of symptoms possibly indicating a disease that a researcher is interested in), it can pass the file name to the GA⁹ which can replace the patient’s name or (personal) identifier(s) with a pseudonym, or blank out certain information. A new (random) identifier can be associated with each datum, as an identifier of the datum for later use which can only be associated with the real datum by the data owner. From the exit room, the agent can obtain the (now anonymized) data files so that its owner can inspect the information. In addition, a phone number of the treating physician may be provided to the agent by the GA, so that the researcher can contact the physician to ask for more information or permission to use the information, e.g., for setting up a trial or for a publication.

⁷An agent can only be in one room at a time in Mansion, and can only access objects within this room.

⁸The Mansion middleware has been implemented by us and can be used for any world; only agents and objects may have to be adapted to the requirements of a specific Mansion application.

⁹It is better to pass a reference to the GA than the actual file, as an agent may hide information in a data file, which is not possible when a filename is passed to the GA. A file container object generally provides read-only access to files.
Note that in the exit room, the agent has no direct access to the data in the confined room, nor does it have any recollection of what it did in the confined room; therefore, it is impossible for an agent to obtain any information from the confined room except by asking the GA for this information.

4. USAGE EXAMPLES

Above we exemplified the use of a confined room with patient records. This section describes some additional examples of the use of confined rooms. We are currently working on a world with biological data, which uses the existing Mansion middleware infrastructure, in which we created some confined rooms containing proprietary biological (sequence) data owned by a fictional company. Obtaining DNA or RNA sequences or protein structure information is an expensive operation, and such information may be considered proprietary or may be only available for sale. However, before some researcher considers obtaining sequence data for a fee or under a non-disclosure contract, it has to be determined if this data matches the researcher’s criteria. Many sequence matching algorithms exist, many of those experimental in nature. The implementation of this application allows agents, with customizable algorithms for sequence comparison, to search for DNA sequences matching a template DNA sequence in a confined room. Potentially interesting sequence files are passed (by name) to the GA, and obtained from the GA when the agent leaves the confined room. The GA then passes URLs10 to the agent for each matching file; this URL can then be used by the agent’s owner to fetch the data file, either after payment or using a password obtained from an earlier (off-line) registration procedure, after the agent returned.

An application which has been described before is for multimedia databases or for image retrieval, where agents can search through images remotely to find images matching some sample image or thumbnail [21, 8]. Here, most emphasis goes to gains in efficiency due to decreasing network load and spreading computational load over the machines where the data resides [21], although security advantages have also been described. However, the existing literature does not provide a clear model with which content providers can place arbitrary content on network nodes and mark this content as being security sensitive such that selective confinement can be applied. More than that, existing models usually do not distinguish between logical containers of content (like rooms) and the physical infrastructure (network nodes, machines); because most mobile agent systems do not provide a clear separation between the logical level and the physical level, they often do not provide a clear view to the programmers and users on how and where to place content, and how agents can find this content. Also, the means to export information (e.g., using watermarking or through a payment scheme) is often hardwired to the described applications and systems, so that the described solutions lack generality. Instead, using the Guardian Agent combined with the logical model of confined rooms in a Mansion world, our confinement model allows for using the Mansion infrastructure to use confinement for any application, and to use completely customizable data filtering or export-time data adaptation (e.g., watermarking) or payment schemes as required by the content owner.

Note that, in itself, confined rooms do not solve the problem of content redistribution; it merely allows for application-specific filtering of content prior to obtaining it, and for applying provider specified policies to data before it leaves the confined room. At that time, payment schemes, watermarking, or legal contracts still have to be applied. Such contracts or watermarking are essentially orthogonal to our solution and can (and generally should) be applied in addition to any confinement scheme to improve end-system security. However, as data selection by mobile agents running under confinement is much more fine-grained and much more customizable to a client’s needs, we expect that the willingness for both end-users (clients) and data providers to agree on targeted redistribution contracts or payment for the found data is likely to be much larger than in systems where the client has incomplete control over selecting information, as this implies that larger and less suitable data sets are returned. Also, the risk of unwarranted dissemination of content by a client is much less when only a few items are exported than when a larger and less specific subset of sensitive or expensive data is exported. Because of this reduced risk factor, a larger amount of security sensitive content or intellectual property may become available to the general public or an authorized subset of the public11, where this content would not be likely to become fully accessible using traditional client-server technologies.

5. RELATED WORK

A number of mobile agent systems have been described in the literature. Telescript [22] was the first commercial mobile agent system, and pioneered most of the concepts common to mobile agent systems. With the advent of Java at the end of the 1990s, a large number of Java-based mobile agent systems were built [7]. These systems are largely dependent on the security and platform independence provided by Java (e.g., [23, 24, 25]). Only a few systems support heterogenous agents. Notable examples are D’Agents [26], Ara [27], TACOMA [28], and AgentScape [29]. No mobile agent system to date uses jailing to protect the system against mobile agents.

In the existing literature, not many systems exist that use mobile agents, or mobile code, for confinement in a similar way to what was described in this paper. Belmon and Yee [8] are closest in nature, but they focus on an economic model for billing users for obtained data in commercial applications, rather than on application-specific filtering of data based on privacy or other security constraints. Roth, Pinsdorf and Peters [21] also touch upon security advantages of using mobile agents in an application implemented in the SeMoA framework [30]. However, the system described in their paper is limited to searching digital images using mobile agents.

Several system call interception based jailing systems exist [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. Some of these depend on modifications to the operating system, which has obvious deployment drawbacks for using such jailing systems in large-scale distributed systems. Most jailing systems are intended to protect the operating system from tampering by untrusted programs. However, most jailing systems are not designed to prevent leakage of information from one process to another, in particular when those processes are executed by

11World and room access may be restricted to agents being owned by doctors or biological researchers, by having agents appropriately authenticated and co-signed (or resigned) at world entrance time. This is possible in Mansion; details are outside the scope of this paper.

12E.g., digital libraries generally only make abstracts of papers or books available to the public, in the hope that this provides sufficient information for the user to decide to buy such a book or paper. Confinement allows users to do full-text search or comparison without relying on abstracts or content owner-provided search engines to decide to buy a book (or, conceivably, music or a movie).
the same user. No system call interception based system to date has covered all avenues (e.g., using the semantics of some IPC related system calls) for transporting information from one process to another, and protecting against information flow through covert channels is generally not treated at all.

Much work has been done on adapting Java to the needs of mobile agents, to making Java more secure, and to adding resource management to Java [37, 20, 38]. Most of this work requires changing the JVM, which limits deployment of the described solutions on a large scale. Java-specific solutions limit applicability of those solutions for many applications, such as for mobile agents containing legacy code. No Java system to date deals with prevention of information leakage from one Java program (or thread) to another directly.

6. DISCUSSION

This paper describes an approach for building secure distributed systems using the concept of confined mobile agents, and demonstrated this approach in the context of the Mansion mobile agent system. The Mansion system provides the concept of a confined room, in which agents are automatically confined such that information flow from the room is controlled by a trusted guardian agent, which enforces an information flow policy defined by the room’s owner.

Agent confinement allows for flexible searching through data collections with confidential or classified data or intellectual property while limiting the capabilities of a user to obtain information from these data collections. As agents execute locally, the information never leaves its host, except when explicitly allowed by the confinement policy defined by the data owner. This makes sure that the data owner stays in control over where or to whom his or her data is exported. Other than using, for example, watermarking, our system poses no constraints on the content of the data or its access mechanism. Rather, it works by using a mechanism which prevents data flow, rather than detect information leakage after the fact. To implement agent confinement securely, we designed a jail system which is specifically intended to prevent information flow from one jailed process to another.

The examples of using mobile agents as described in this paper demonstrate a few important benefits of using mobile agents (or mobile code) confinement:

- Its algorithms can be customized to search for specific content of raw data.
- Agents access this data locally where the data resides, and thus can efficiently access this data, and
- Export of the data is controlled by the room (data) owner using the Guardian Agent, such that an agent can only export a limited amount of data or record identifiers from a room, depending on a policy enforced by the guardian agent.

The combination of these properties demonstrate that mobile agents are an important complement to existing technologies for building distributed systems. Mobile agents allow for fully customized search of (raw) data in order to select suitable datum which can then be exported from the confined room under conditions set by the data owner.

The Mansion paradigm provides a clear concept for storing and managing security sensitive data, the confined room. Confined rooms are marked to contain security sensitive data, and the Mansion middleware confines agents in a confined room in such a way that they can only export information from that room through the room’s guardian agent. Agents can find a (confined) room by following (appropriately annotated) hyperlinks, and search for suitable information there. The data filtering mechanism is application specific and is fully embedded in the guardian agent’s implementation, and can be adapted to the application’s needs by the data owner.

For secure applications, careful design of the actual protocols is important. For example, for a medical application which allows agents to search through patient records, it is very important that the format of the internal data is sufficiently structured that the guardian agent can filter it correctly, to avoid that confidential patient information is exported accidentally. Such issues are to be resolved by an application designer; the Mansion system provides the necessary building blocks (such as the Mansion middleware, object server and jail system, and the confined room concept), but cannot solve all issues that have to be considered for an end application to be secure. Future research is needed to design and analyze appropriate protocols for specific applications, such as sensitive medical data. We are currently working on the design of a guardian agent and its protocols in the context of a world containing genomic data files.

Building a confinement system is not trivial, as its security depends on secure confinement mechanisms (i.e., a jailer) and on a thorough evaluation on whether information from the room can be exported through weaknesses in the guardian agent’s policies (which are generally application dependent). However, given that secure confinement mechanisms such as jail develop further, and that policy specification and enforcement are given proper care, we believe that using confinement of mobile agents or mobile code is a feasible approach to achieve increased system security, and a valuable addition to existing instruments for building secure distributed systems.
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